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Heres How You Can Quickly and Easily Make Big Bucks with Google AdSense and Others Without

Hassling with SEO! How much is your time worth to your business? And how much of it do you spend

trying to get fresh, new keyword-dense content on your site every single week? What if you could

automate all that? Imagine a tool that would:  Go out onto the net or spider your own website  Collect

valuable, bloggable content  Post the first part of every page into a blog entry  Include links back to your

site  Ping the search engines Sound too good to be true? Well, Blog & Ping Automator does just that!

Think about it.... Blogging is overtaking e-zines and articles in terms of popularity. People are tired of

having information spoon-fed to them, they want to go online and seek out blogs. And if yours is listed

high enough in the search engines, people will flock to it. And you dont need me to tell you that a huge

increase in site traffic means many extra $$$ in the bank! Simply put, blogging is the hottest new form of

content, and pinging is how you let the search engines and the world know youve got fresh new content

posted. If you do any sort of Internet marketing you can't possibly do without This incredible new

software! SEO Can Take Timeand a Whole Lot of Money It could take you years and can cost you a

small fortune to figure out just the right combinations that make some magical combination of SEO

keywords work while others fall flat on their face. Ive been there. I went to all the top web gurus and got

bids from them on optimizing my website. Sure, one of them said, We can get you at the top of Google.

Itll take about six months. Then he e-mailed me an estimate.... $1,500! And even for all that money, he

wouldnt guarantee results! Guess what I told him? Uh-huh, you know Heres my thing: I needed

something reasonably priced that would get me up in the stratosphere of search engine results, given

that: 1. I dont have time to hassle with SEO, keywords, densities, and shuffling articles around. 2. I dont

want to wait 6 months. 3. I wont pay $1,500. So, in desperation, I called a programmer friend of mine.

There had to be a better way. And there was! (And no, I will not divulge his name. Ive got him working on
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a new project, and hes so good, hed be stolen instantly.) After extensive research, he determined that

that blogs are now considered search engine candy. So he developed a tool, Blog & Ping Automator, that

goes out and gets the very best contenteither from the internet or from your siteand posts the first portion

of each article into a blog entry. Each post contains links back to your site, so when the spiders find the

posts they love so, they also find YOUR SITE! It gets better hes also automated the pinging process to let

the search engines know you have new spider food up when a new blog entry is made. The result? Your

site gets listed WAY UP HIGH in the search engines without you having to write a word of content! But

dont take my word for it, heres what customers from all over the country are saying about this unique

system: Your Customers Name Here of Durham, N.D., says: Add your Customers testimonial here! Your

Customers Name, of City, State, says: WOW! Thats all I can say. I hate writing and so I didnt have a blog.

Now Im cashing inI was in Googles Top 10 in less than a week. Ads are making money, Ive got huge

trafficlife is GOOD! This testimonial is for example purposes only please add your own customers

testimonial and remove this line Your Customers Name, of City, State, says: Im impressed! Blog & Ping

Automator is the absolute, killer BOMB! Other site owners within my niche are so jealous, they think Im

going something illegal. I just laugh and cash those big Google AdSense checks. Thank you, Your Name

Here! This testimonial is for example purposes only please add your own customers testimonial and

remove this line I know youre probably still skeptical and a bit on the conservative side, but think about

this if you keep doing the same things over and over again youll only succeed in getting the same results.

Thats why I want to let try out Blog & Ping Automator completely and totally risk-free! (Ill tell you about my

unique guarantee in a moment.) Which Of These Powerful Secrets Could You Use To Make Money From

Your Site?  Constantly-updated blog a proven, effective SEO tool. The search engines get what they

want, so your site skyrockets in the rankings.  24/7 Blog updating  Easy to use if you can cut and paste,

you can use Blog & Ping Automator.  Save time get that fresh, new content in your blog within minutes! 

FAST results how fast? Some people have gotten into Google literally overnight!  Huge traffic increases

the spiders find you, and you know what happens next. Its all good! Visitors come, they click on the ads,

Google AdSense sends you huge checks.  Turbocharge your ranking very soon youll notice a distinct

boost in rankings, which will boost ad revenue! Okay, So Whats The Cost For This Incredible Resource?

To be fair, lets compare apples to apples. Blog & Ping Automator could easily sell for $800. In fact if you

asked a top programmer, like my friends, to produce an automated blog and ping tool for you, youd be



charged in the neighborhood of $2,000 to $3,000, not including his expenses. So at bare bones minimum

youre getting $2,000 of the very best SEO tools at your disposal. But Im not going to charge you

anywhere near that amount or even my minimum project price. In fact, your total investment for Blog &
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